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Abstract 
Bibelnieks, E. and P.M. Dearing, Neighborhood subtree tolerance graphs, Discrete Applied Mathe- 
matics 43 (1993) 13-26. 
In this paper, we introduce neighborhood subtree tolerance (NeST) graphs which are defined in terms 
of the tolerance-intersection of neighborhood subtrees of a tree. This class of graphs extends the class 
of interval tolerance graphs which are defined in terms of the tolerance-intersection of intervals on the 
real line. Interval tolerance graphs were first introduced by Golumbic and Monma as tolerance graphs. 
Some relationships among interval tolerance, NeST, and weakly triangulated graphs are examined. The 
main result shows that NeST graphs are weakly triangulated graphs. In addition, proper NeST graphs 
are shown to be exactly bounded NeST graphs and NeST graphs with constant tolerance are shown to 
be strongly chordal. 
Keywords. Neighborhood subtrees, intersection graphs, tolerance graphs, weakly triangulated, strongly 
chordal. 
1. Introduction 
Golumbic and Monma [7,8] defined an undirected finite graph G = (V, E) to be 
an interval tolerance graph if there exists a collection Z= {I,: XE V} of closed 
intervals on a line and a set r= {rX: XE V} of positive numbers satisfying 
xyeE o IZxnZYl zmin{r,,r,}, 
where IZl denotes the length of the interval I. The pair (Z,r) is called an interval 
tolerance representation of G. Golumbic, Monma, and Trotter [8] showed that 
interval tolerance graphs may not contain a chordless cycle nor the complement of 
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Fig. 1. Forbidden induced subgraphs of interval tolerance graphs. 
a chordless cycle of length five or more, and that interval tolerance graphs are 
perfect. Hayward [9] defined a graph to be weakly triangulated if it does not contain 
a chordless cycle nor the complement of a chordless cycle of length five or more as 
an induced subgraph. Also, Hayward [9] showed that weakly triangulated graphs 
are a class of perfect graphs which generalize both triangulated graphs [5] and 
P,-free graphs. Hence, interval tolerance graphs are weakly triangulated but not all 
weakly triangulated graphs are interval tolerance graphs. Golumbic, Monma, and 
Trotter [8] showed that the graphs in Fig. 1 are forbidden subgraphs for interval 
tolerance graphs, however, these graphs are weakly triangulated since they are 
triangulated. 
We extend the class of interval tolerance graphs by generalizing from a line (a 
path) to a tree embedded in the plane and by generalizing the notion of an interval 
(a neighborhood on the line) to a neighborhood in the embedded tree. Here a 
neighborhood is a subset of the plane, as in analysis, rather than an adjacency set 
of vertices, as in graph theory [2,14]. We call these new graphs neighborhood 
subtree tolerance (NeST) graphs. An analogy for this extension is provided by the 
extension of interval graphs (intersection graphs of intervals on the line) to 
triangulated graphs (intersection graphs of subtrees on a tree [4]). Other gener- 
alizations of interval tolerance graphs have been studied in [ 1 l-131. 
We prove that NeST graphs are weakly triangulated and hence, perfect. We also 
examine some subclasses of NeST graphs and relate NeST graphs to other classes 
of perfect graphs. 
2. Neighborhood subtree tolerance graphs 
For each tree Z= (V,/,E), we consider a corresponding tree T embedded in the 
Euclidean plane [2,14], so that each edge of Bcorresponds to a line segment of T, 
the line segments of T intersect one another only at their endpoints; and vertices of 
gcorrespond (one-to-one) to the set of endpoints of line segments of T. Moreover, 
each edge of T has positive Euclidean length. This embedding allows us to consider 
T as a point set with points on the edges of T as well as at the vertices. For any two 
points x and y in T, let P(x, y) denote the unique path between x and y. The distance 
between any two points x and y of T, d(x, y), is the length of the path P(x, y). The 
distance d(x, y) satisfies the conditions of a metric on T, i.e., d(x, y) = 0 if and only 
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if x =y; d(x, y) L 0; d(x, y) = d(y,x); and d(x, y) I d(x, z) + d(z, y), for all x, y, and 
z in T. 
A neighborhood of T with center at c E T and radius r 10, denoted T(c, r), is the 
set of points, {U E T: d(u, c) I r}. Since T(c, r) is a connected subset of T, it is a sub- 
tree of T; henceforth we call T(c, r) a neighborhood subtree of T [ 141. The diameter 
of a neighborhood subtree T(c,r), denoted by )T(c,r)), is 2r. A point x is a boun- 
dary point of T(c, r) if d(c,x) = r. 
The following lemma shows that neighborhood subtrees are preserved by intersec- 
tion. The intersection of two neighborhood subtrees T(c,, ra) and T(c,, rJ is said to 
be proper if UC,, ra) t-l T(c,, rb) f 0, T(c,, ra) 5C UC,, rb) and T(cb, rb) ~5 T(c,, ra). 
Lemma 2.1. The intersection of two neighborhood subtrees is a neighborhood 
subtree. 
Proof. Let T(c,, ra) and T(cb, rb) be neighborhood subtrees of some tree T and let 
T, = T(c,, rJ n T(q,, rb) #0. If either T(c,, ra) c T(q,, rb) or T(q,, rb) c T(c,, rJ, then 
clearly, T, is a neighborhood subtree. Otherwise, the intersection is proper, i.e., 
T(c,, rJ 4f T(cb, rb) and T(q,, rb) SC T(c,, ra). Let co be the point on P(c,, cb) such that 
d(c,, co) = +]r, - rb + d(c,, cb)] , (2.1) 
thus, 
d(cb, co) = +[rb - r, + d(c,, cb)]. (2.2) 
Let 
ro=+[r,+rb-d(c,,cb)]. 
We will show that To = T(c,, ro). Let XE To. Since co E P(c,, cb), either co E P(c,,x) 
or coEP(cb,x). If coEP(c,,x), 
d(c,,x)=d(c,,x)-d(c,,c,)sr,-+[r,-rb+d(c,,cb)] =r,, 
so that XE T(c,, ro). Similarly, co E P(cb,x) implies XE T(c,, ro) and, thus To C 
T(co, ro). Let XE T(co, ro), then 
d(x, co) _( ro = f[r, + rb - d(c,, cb)] = +{r,+ rb - [d(c,, Cd, + d(Cb, CO)]}. 
This inequality and the triangle inequality yield 
d(x, c,) 5 d(x, CO> + d(c,, CO) 5 +[r, + rb + d(c,, CO) - d(Cb,qdl. 
Substituting equations (2.1) and (2.2) we have 
d(x,c,)r+{r,+r,++[r, - rb + d(Cm Cb)] - fkb - r. + d(c,, Cb)]} = r,., 
SO XE T(c,, To). Similarly, XE T(Cb, rb) and thus, T(c,, ro) c To. 0 
A finite graph G=(V, E) is a neighborhood subtree tolerance (NeS7) graph if 
there exists a tree T, a collection S= { T(cu, ru): o E V} of neighborhood subtrees of 
T, and a set T= {T,: u E V} of positive numbers called tolerances such that xy~ E* 
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/ T(c,, TJ fl T(c,, rJ( 1 min(rX, r,,). When the context is clear, TX is used to denote 
T(c,,r,). Lemma 2.1 shows that the above intersection is well defined. 
The triple (T, S, T) is called a neighborhood subtree tolerance (NeSTj representa- 
tion of G. A NeST representation is called bounded if zX5 2r, for all XE V. A 
NeST graph is called bounded if it admits a bounded NeST representation. Notice 
that every induced subgraph of a NeST graph is a NeST graph. 
The class of NeST graphs extends the class of interval tolerance graphs since all 
interval tolerance graphs are NeST graphs (intervals on the real line can be 
represented as neighborhood subtrees on a path), and since the graphs of Fig. 1 are 
NeST graphs. It is easy to see that all trees are NeST graphs, so that the graph of 
Fig. l(a) is a NeST graph, and Fig. 2 shows a NeST representation for the graph 
in Fig. l(b). 
2.1. Some necessary conditions for NeST graphs 
Several definitions and results originally presented for interval tolerance graphs 
[7,8] are given in terms of NeST graphs. We note that if a NeST representation ex- 
ists, one exists satisfying any or all of the following properties: 
(a) The tolerances are all distinct. 
(b) The boundary points of the neighborhood subtrees are distinct, i.e., the set 
of boundary points of any neighborhood subtree is disjoint from the set of boun- 
dary points of any other neighborhood subtree. 
(c) The embedded tree T is sufficiently large, i.e., for each neighborhood subtree 
T(ci, ri), ri< d(ci, e) for each end vertex e of T. 
(d) The intersection of all of the neighborhood subtrees is a nonempty neighbor- 
hood subtree. (To see this, note that for any positive number M, we may increase 
each neighborhood subtree in size by increasing its radius by M/2 and adding M to 
its tolerance. The embedded tree must also be appropriately enlarged by adding an 
edge of length M/2 to each end vertex.). 
In the remainder of the paper, we assume that each NeST representation satisfies 
properties (a)-(c). Property (b) yields two observations. First, the intersection of 
two neighborhood subtrees is either empty or is a neighborhood subtree with 
1 
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Fig. 2. A NeST representation for G with S = {T(ci, 3): i = 1,. . ,9} and 5 = {r, = 1: i = 1, . . (9). 
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positive radius; it cannot be a point. The second observation is stated as Lemma 2.2 
and says that if T(c,,r,) is the proper intersection of two neighborhood subtrees, 
then c0 is not a vertex of T of degree three or more. 
Lemma 2.2. If T(c,,r,) is the proper intersection of T(c,,r,) and T(cb,rb), then 
T \ { cO} yields exactly two components, one containing c, and the other containing 
cb* 
Proof. T\ {co} must consist of at least two components since by construction, co 
is on the path between c, and cb and each is in a different component. Suppose 
there is a third component of T \ {co} and let x be the point in this component that 
is a boundary point of To. Then d(c,,x) = d(c,, co) + d(co,x) = +[r, - rb + d(c,, cb)] 
+ 3 [ra + r, - d(c,, cb)] = r, so that x is a boundary point of T,. A similar argument 
shows that d(c,,x) = rb so that x is a boundary point of Tb. But this contradicts the 
assumption that each subtree has a distinct set of boundary points. Thus, T \ {co} 
has exactly two components. 0 
Observe that if r,> IT,/ for some vertex x, then any value of r, greater than IT,1 
yields the same NeST graph. In this case, z, is said to be an infinite tolerance and 
we denote its value by w. A vertex z of G is called assertive if for every NeST 
representation (T, S, r) of G, replacing t, by min{r,, IT,I} leaves the NeST graph G 
unchanged. Thus, an assertive vertex never requires an infinite tolerance. If every 
vertex of a NeST graph is assertive, then G is a bounded NeST graph. A vertex x 
of G is called nonassertive if there exists a NeST representation (T, S, t) for G with 
s, = w such that reducing r, to j TX j would create a new edge xy in G. We say that 
x is dominated by y in (T, S, r), if x is nonassertive, xy $ E, and TX c TY. Observe 
that nonassertive vertices are sometimes dominated and assertive vertices are never 
dominated. 
In proving that NeST graphs are weakly triangulated, we use the following char- 
acterization [lo]: a graph is weakly triangulated if and only if every induced sub- 
graph either is complete or else has a two-pair. A two-pair is a pair of nonadjacent 
vertices x and y such that all the chordless paths joining x and y consist of two edges. 
The following lemmas are needed. Lemma 2.3 provides a property shared by 
dominated vertices, and Lemma 2.4 uses this property to show the existence of two- 
pairs in NeST graphs with nonassertive vertices. Define Adj (x) = { y E V: xy E E} for 
any graph G = (V, E). 
Lemma 2.3. Let (T, S, r) be a NeST representation of G = (V, E). If x is dominated 
by y in (T,S, t), then Adj(x) ~Adj(y). 
The proof of Lemma 2.3 is analogous to the proof of [8, Lemma l] and is 
omitted. 
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Lemma 2.4. Let G = (V, E) be a NeST graph. If x E V is a nonassertive vertex, then 
there exists a vertex YE V such that x and y are a two-pair. 
Proof. If x is nonassertive, there exists a neighborhood subtree tolerance represen- 
tation such that for some y E V, xy $ E and TX c TY. By Lemma 2.3, Adj(x) G 
Adj(y). Therefore, all chordless paths from x to y must consist of two edges. Thus, 
x and y are a two-pair. q 
Lemma 2.5 provides a sufficient condition for determining whether two vertices 
are adjacent without considering their tolerances. 
Lemma 2.5. Let (T, S, z) be a NeST representation for G = (V, E). If xy E E, and 
C={z~V\{x,y}: (T,flT,)c T,}, then either x is adjacent to every zeC or y is 
adjacent to every z E C. 
Proof. Let ZE C. Since x is adjacent to y, IT, fl TY\ r min{ r,, r,,}. If min{r,, TV} = 
7,, then \TXnTzlz~TXnTYI_ > z, implies x is adjacent to z. Similarly, min{r,, rY} = 
rY would imply y is adjacent to z. q 
Lemma 2.6 provides a useful property of neighborhood subtrees used in the proof 
of Theorem 2.7. Given a neighborhood subtree T(c, r), let C{, C;, . . . , CA be the 
components of T\ {c}. Let Ci = C/\ T(c, r) for i = 1, . . . , m. We say that T(c, r) 
generates the components C,, C,, . . . , C,,,. For any point x in C;, let x’ be the boun- 
dary point of T(c,r) on the path P(x,c). 
Lemma 2.6. Suppose T(cl, r,) generates the components C,, C,, . . . , C, and sup- 
pose T(cz, r2) is a neighborhood subtree containing points X’E Ci and Y’E Cj for 
some i#j with x’ and y’ on the boundary of T(c,, r,). Then T(c,,r,)C T(c,,r,). 
Proof. Since X’E Ci and Y’E Cj, cl is on the path P(x’, y’). It is a well-known prop- 
erty of trees that for any point c2 E T, either cl E P(Q,x’) or ci E P(c*, y’). Suppose 
cl E P(Q,x’). Let z E T(c,, rl). Then 
d(c,, z) 5 d(cz> cl) + d(c,, z) 
5 d(c2, cl) + rl 
= d(cl, cl) + d(c,,x’) 
= d(cZ, x’) 
so that ZE T(c,, rz). If cl EP(Q, y’), we get the same result so that T(c,,r,) c 
T(c2, r2). Since the boundary points of subtrees are distinct, T(c,, rl) # T(c2, r2) and 
the containment is strict. 0 
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Theorem 2.1. NeST graphs are weakly triangulated. 
Proof. Let H be an induced subgraph of G, a NeST graph. Assume His not a com- 
plete graph. We will exhibit a two-pair in H. If H has any nonassertive vertices, by 
Lemma 2.3, H has a two-pair. Therefore, assume His a bounded NeST graph. Let 
(K S, r) be a bounded NeST representation for H with distinct boundary points for 
the subtrees in S. Let a and b be nonadjacent vertices of H such that IT,rl T,l = 
max{jT,fl TYI, xy$E(H)}. If IT,n Tbl =0, then x~EE(H) iff IT,fl TYl #0 which 
would imply H is the intersection graph of subtrees of a tree and, hence, 
triangulated [4]. If H is triangulated, H has a two-pair. 
Therefore, assume that ) T, fl Tb) # 0. Given that H is bounded, T, n Tb # 0, and 
a and b are nonadjacent, it follows that T,n Tb is a proper intersection. 
We show by contradiction that every chordless path connecting a and b must con- 
sist of two edges. Suppose that P = [a =x1, x2, . . . , xk = b] is a chordless path of G 
connecting a and 6. Since a and b are not adjacent, kr3. Suppose k>3. 
Let T,= T,fl T, = T(q,,r,). By Lemma 2.2, T\ {q,} consists of two compo- 
nents, say C; containing the point c,, and Ci containing the point cb. Let C,= 
CL \ T, and Cb = CL \ To. Let 7; = T(Ci, ri) be the subtree corresponding to Xi in the 
path P. We show by induction that 7;tl Cb =0 for i= 1, . . . , k. 
By construction, TI n cb = 0. For the induction step, we show that if T n Cb = 0 
thenTi+,nCb=O. SinceXiandX,+l areadjacent for i=l,..., k-l, Tn7;+,#0. 
Observe that 7; fl T+ 1 ~7. T, since otherwise, by Lemma 2.5, Xi would be adjacent to 
Xi and to Xk, Or Xi+1 would be adjacent to xl and to xk. Either case implies a chord 
in the path P. Thus, c n 7;+, c C, U T, which implies 7;+ i fl C, ~0. If T+ i n 
Cb#0 then by Lemma 2.6, T+, 3 T, which contradicts the choice of a and b since 
either Xi + 1 andx,=aarenonadjacentand IT,nT,+,I>)T,nTbl,orxi+, andxk=b 
are nonadjacent and 17;+, fq>lT,fq. Thus, q+iCC,UTe, that is, 7;+tn 
Cb=0. Hence, qnCb=0 for i=l,..., k, but by construction 7” n Cb #0. This 
contradiction implies that k=3 so that a and b are a two-pair. 0 
The proof of Theorem 2.7 provides an alternative proof to that given by Golum- 
bit, Monma, and Trotter [8] that interval tolerance graphs are weakly triangulated. 
Theorem 2.7 combined with the result that weakly triangulated graphs are perfect 
[lo] shows that NeST graphs are perfect. 
Another natural extension of interval tolerance graphs leads to subtree tolerance 
graphs where any subtree of a tree is allowed in the representation. A graph 
G = (V, E) is a subtree tolerance graph if there exists a tree T, a collection S = 
{T,: u E V} of subtrees of T, and a set 5 = (5,: u E V} of positive numbers called 
tolerances such that xy E E# 1 TX fl TYi r min{ r,, TV}, where /T I denotes the length 
of the diameter path of the subtree T. Note that the intersection of two subtrees of 
T is a subtree of T. Subtree tolerance graphs are a generalization of interval 
tolerance graphs, since closed intervals on the real line can be thought of as subtrees 
of a path. However, Theorem 2.9 below proves this class is too general. 
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Lemma 2.8 [6]. Any graph G is the edge intersection graph of subtrees on a star. 
Theorem 2.9. Any graph G has a subtree tolerance representation. 
Proof. Let G= (V,/,E). By Lemma 2.8, there exists a collection S= {T,: u E V} of 
subtrees of a star T such that uu E E if and only if T, n T, contains an edge of T. 
Embed Tin the plane such that each edge has length 1. Let 7, = 1 for all u E V, then 
~TUnT,~~min{r,,r,}=l if and only if uuEE. q 
3. Subclasses of NeST graphs 
The following subclasses of interval tolerance graphs were introduced in [7,8]. A 
graph G = (V, E) is said to be a proper interval tolerance graph is there exists an in- 
terval tolerance representation (Z, t) with Z,sEZ, for all x, y E I’, x#y. The graph G 
is said to be a bounded interval tolerance graph if there exists an interval tolerance 
representation (Z, 7) with 7, I IZ,l for all u E V. The following result was shown in 
PI. 
Theorem 3.1. Zf a graph G is a proper interval tolerance graph, then G is a bounded 
interval tolerance graph. 
K,,, is an example of a bounded interval tolerance graph which is not a proper 
interval tolerance graph [8] illustrating that the converse of Theorem 3.1 is false. 
However, for NeST graphs the analogy to Theorem 3.1 and its converse hold as 
shown by Theorem 3.2 below. 
A graph G= (V,E) is said to be a proper NeST graph if there exists a NeST 
representation (T, S,7) with T,g TY for all x, YE V, x$ y and (T, S, 7) is called a 
proper NeST representation. Recall, a graph G is said to be a bounded NeST graph 
if there exists a NeST representation (T, S, 7) with 7,~ 1 T,l for all u E V and (T, S, 7) 
is called a bounded NeST representation. Given an embedded tree T and some point 
c E T, let P = P(c, p) be a path embedded in the plane such that P n T= {c} . Then 
the tree T’= TU P is said to be obtained by branching on T at c with P. 
Theorem 3.2. A graph G is bounded NeST if and only if G is proper NeST. 
Proof. Assume G = (V, E) has a proper NeST representation (T, S, 7). Suppose there 
exists u E V such that 7, = 00, otherwise, G is a bounded NeST graph. Let u E V. If 
u and u are nonadjacent, 
IT,17 T,\ <min{r,,r,} =t,. 
Since (T, S, 7) is a proper NeST representation, 
IT,17 T,l < IT,\ =2r,. 
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Hence, 
IT,n T,I <min{2r,,t,}. 
If u and u are adjacent, 
Ir,n T,j >min{r,,r,} =rUrmin{2r,,r,}. 
Therefore, replacing r, by min{2r,, r,} for all u E V gives a bounded NeST repre- 
sentation for G. 
Assume G = (V,E) has a bounded NeST representation (T, S, t). Suppose there 
exists u E V such that T, C T, for some u E V\ {u}, otherwise, G is a proper NeST 
graph. Let Vi = (U E Vz T(c,,r,)c T(c,,r,)} and I’,= V\ Vi. Notice that u is adja- 
cent to all u E Vt, since G is a bounded NeST graph. Let m = max{r, - d(c,, c,): 
u E Vi}. Let P(cu, p) be a path of length r, + m + E, E a small positive number. Let 
c; E P(c,,p) such that d(p, cl) = ru + (m + &)/2 and r; = r, + (m + &)/2. Form T’ by 
branching on T at c, with P(c,,p). For all u E V,, 
IT’(cl,rl)n T’(c,,r,)l = IT(c,,r,)n T(c,,r,)l. 
For all u E Vi, 
IT’(q,, rJ fl T’(cl, ri)l > IT(c,, rJ fl T(c,, r,)J =2r,~ z,? min(r,, r,}. 
Hence, by replacing T by T’, c, by c:, and ru by r; we obtain an alternate NeST 
representation for G with T(q,, ru) g T(c,, rJ for all u E I/ \ {u}. By repeating the 
above process for all u E V such that T(c,, rJC T(cu, ru) for some u E V\ { u}, we 
obtain a proper NeST representation for G. 0 
A graph G = (V, E) is said to be a containment interval tolerance graph if there 
exists an interval tolerance representation (1, t) with r, = II,,1 for all u E V. These are 
exactly the class of interval containment graphs or permutation graphs [7,8]. Now 
consider the corresponding NeST graphs. A graph (V, E) is said to be a containment 
NeST graph if there exists a NeST representation (T, S, r) with T” = I T,j for all u E V 
and (T, S, r) is called a containment NeST representation. 
Let G = (V, E) be a containment NeST graph with containment NeST representa- 
tion (T,S,r). Then xyeE if and only if IT,fl Tyl rmin{ IT,], iT,I}. Therefore, 
xy E E if and only if TX c Ty or Ty c TX. Hence, the name containment NeST is ap- 
propriate. The graph G in Fig. 3(a) is an example of a containment NeST graph. 
The tree Tin Fig. 3(a) and Table 1 give the containment NeST representation of G. 
Figure 3(b) gives a more revealing NeST representation. In fact, recall from Fig. l(a) 
that G is not an interval tolerance graph. Therefore, the set of containment interval 
tolerance graphs is properly contained in the set of containment NeST graphs. 
For any graph G with a containment NeST representation (T, S, T), the subtrees 
of S can be partially ordered by inclusion. Thus, the edges of G can be transitively 
oriented and, hence, G is a comparability graph [5]. This raises the question of 
which comparability graphs are containment NeST graphs. By Theorem 2.7, we see 
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that the only possible candidates are comparability graphs without even cycles of 
length six or more. Whether all of these comparability graphs are containment NeST 
graphs remains an open question. 
The fact that interval tolerance graphs with constant olerance are exactly interval 
graphs [7] provides another interesting question concerning the analogous class of 
NeST graphs. A graph G = (V, E) is said to be a constan NeST graph if there exists 
a NeST representation (T, S, t) with t, = c for all u E V, where c> 0 and (T, S, t) is 
called a constant NeST representation. Both graphs in Fig. 1 are examples of con- 
Table 1. The containment NeST representation for the graph in Fig. 3(a) 
Vertex Subtree Tolerance 
1 Th 1) 2 
2 T(cz,% 10 
3 T(c3>1) 2 
4 7-@4,6) 12 
5 T(cs> 1) 2 
6 T(C6,5) 10 
7 T(R, 1) 2 
8 T(car 1) 2 
9 T(c9> 5) 10 
10 T(CIO> 1) 2 
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stant NeST graphs. Thus, the set of constant interval tolerance graphs is properly 
contained in the set of constant NeST graphs. The proof of the following theorem 
uses essentially the same argument hat Golumbic and Monma use to show that con- 
stant interval tolerance graphs are exactly interval graphs [7]. 
Theorem 3.3. Constant NeST graphs are exactly the intersection graphs of neigh- 
borhood subtrees on a tree. 
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a constant NeST graph with constant NeST representation 
(7’,S,r) and t,=c for all o E V, where c>O. Let T’(c,,r,) = T(c,,r,-c/2) for 
all u E V. Note, 1 T(c,, ro) n T(c,, r-,)1 2 min(r,, T,} = c if and only if T’(c”, r,) n 
T’(c,, rJ ~0. Therefore, ({ T’(co, rJ: o E V>, T) is an intersection representation 
for G by neighborhood subtrees on T. 
Let ({ T(c,,, rJ: u E V}, T) be a neighborhood subtree intersection representa- 
tion for G = (V, E). Let c = min { 1 T(cor rJ n T(q,, ru) ( : T(cu, r,) fI T(c,, ru) # 0 for 
u, u E V}. Let r,, = c for all u E V. Clearly, G is a constant NeST graph. 0 
The following definitions and known results provide the basis for the proof of an 
interesting fact about constant NeST graphs. Given a graph G = (V,E), let N[o] = 
Adj (u) U {u}. A perfect elimination ordering [5] of G is an ordering ul, u2, . . . , u, of 
I/ with the property that for each i,j and k, if i<j, i< k, and uk, uj~N[ui], then 
UkEN[uj]. It is well known that a graph is triangulated (chordal) if and only if it 
admits a perfect elimination ordering [5]. Strongly chordal graphs are defined in 
terms of a stronger ordering condition, A strong elimination ordering of a graph 
G = (V, E) is an ordering ul, u2, . . . , u, of V with the property that for each i, j, k, 
and I, if i<j, k<l, uk, u,EN[+], and ukEN[uj], then ul~NIUj]. A graph is strongly 
chordal if it admits a strong elimination ordering (31. An n-by-n O-l matrix is totally 
balanced if it does not contain a k-by-k, kr 3, submatrix with no identical columns 
and all row and column sums equal to 2. 
Theorem 3.4 [3]. A graph G = (V,E) with V= (ul, u2, . . . , u,} is strongly chordal if 
and onZy if the neighborhood matrix M(G) is totally balanced, where M(G) is the 
n-by-n O-l matrix whose (i, j) entry is 1 if and only if Ui adjacent to Uj or i = j. 
Tamir proved the following result relating neighborhood subtree intersection 
graphs and totally balanced matrices. 
Theorem 3.5 [14]. Let S=(T,,T,, . . . . T,,,} and Q=(T{, T& . . . . T,‘} be two sets of 
neighborhood subtrees in a tree T. Let A (S, Q) = (ati) be the incidence matrix satis- 
fying ati = 1 if and only if 7;n rjl is nonempty and 0 otherwise. Then A(S, Q) is 
totally balanced. 
Corollary 3.6. If G is a constant NeST graph, then G is strongly chordal. 
E. Bibelnieks, P.M. Dear& 
Fig. 4. A strongly chordal graph which is not a constant NeST graph. 
Proof. Let G = (I’, E) be a constant NeST graph. Then, by Theorem 3.3, G is an in- 
tersection graph of neighborhood subtrees, S = { T(c,,, rV): u E V}, on a tree T. By 
Theorem 3.5, A (S, S) is totally balanced. Notice that A (S, S) =M(G), and by 
Theorem 3.4, G is strongly chordal. 0 
The converse of Corollary 3.6 is not true. The graph in Fig. 4 is an example of 
a strongly chordal graph which is not a constant NeST graph. If this graph were a 
constant NeST graph, then there would exist a representation for the graph as the 
Fig. 5. The embedded tree T used in the NeST representation of the graph in Fig. 4. 
Neighborhood subtree tolerance graphs 
Table 2. The NeST representation for the graph in Fig. 4 
25 
Vertex Subtree Tolerance 
1 W-I, 26) 1 
2 7Yc2.16) 1 
3 T(c3,20) 1 
4 nc4,w 1 
5 W5,17) 1 
6 T@6,24) 16 
7 T@7,1) 1 
8 maI 1) 1 
9 T(c9>8) 16 
10 T(CIO, 1) 1 
11 %I, 1) 1 
12 W-n. 1) 1 
intersection graph of neighborhood subtrees on a tree. However, the neighborhood 
matrix of the graph in Fig. 4 contains a forbidden submatrix of neighborhood sub- 
trees versus neighborhood subtrees [l]. The graph in Fig. 4 does, however have a 
NeST representation given in Fig. 5 and Table 2. 
4. Conclusions and questions 
We extend the class of interval tolerance graphs to NeST graphs, and show that 
NeST graphs are weakly triangulated. The proof also proves that interval tolerance 
graphs are weakly triangulated and hence, perfect. We prove that a NeST graph is 
bounded if and only if it is proper which is a stronger result than possible for inter- 
val tolerance graphs. 
Golumbic, Monma, and Trotter give examples, such as the graph in Fig. 6, of in- 
terval tolerance graphs which require an infinite tolerance [B] and, hence, cannot be 
bounded interval tolerance graphs. However, this graph is a bounded NeST graph. 
In fact, we have been able to construct a bounded NeST representation for every 
NeST graph that we have considered. This leads us to conjecture that all NeST 
graphs have bounded NeST representations. 
For constant NeST graphs, we have shown that they are exactly the class of in- 
tersection graphs on neighborhood subtrees of a tree and that constant NeST graphs 
are strongly chordal. Yet, the question of which strongly chordal graphs are con- 
stant NeST graphs remains open. 
Fig. 6. An interval tolerance graph which requires an infinite tolerance. 
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There is no known algorithmic procedure for constructing a NeST representation 
of a given NeST graph. Indeed there is no known procedure for constructing an in- 
terval tolerance representation for an interval tolerance graph. Such a procedure 
may be useful in proving that there are triangulated (or weakly triangulated) graphs 
which are not NeST. Currently, we know of no triangulated, or weakly triangulated, 
graph that is not NeST. 
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